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EXT. Park Bench - Day

A WOMAN sits in a sunny park while a child plays on a jungle
gym - set to 75% of the original speed. The NARRATOR speaks
over this footage.

NARRATOR
Millions of Americans are finally
calling it quits.

Cut to woman on bench, directly facing camera, normal speed.

WOMAN
Because I need to start thinking
about my children’s needs.

Cut to an older TEENAGE BOY in his car, facing the camera.

TEENAGE BOY
Because smelling like smoke is not
cool.

Cut to a forty-something BUSINESS MAN wearing a suit,
standing in an empty meeting room in an office, facing the
camera.

BUSINESS MAN
Because I can’t be distracted by
cigarette cravings anymore.

Quick cut back to woman on bench, facing camera.

WOMAN
That’s why...

Quick cut back to teenage boy in his car, facing camera.

TEENAGE BOY
That’s why...

Quick cut back to business man, facing camera.

BUSINESS MAN
That’s why I count on prescription
heroin.

Cut back to footage of woman in the park, laughing and
smiling at a little girl, at 75% speed.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

NARRATOR
Prescription heroin is the first
non-FDA approved cessation product
that is clinically proven to
relieve nicotine cravings.

Cut back to woman, smiling, and pulling a spoon and a
lighter out of her purse, at 75% speed.

NARRATOR
Heroin is not intended to cure,
prevent, or diagnose diseases.

Cut to teenage boy in his car, rolling up his sleeve and
wrapping a flexible glow stick around his arm, while
smiling, at 75% speed.

NARRATOR
Common side effects of Heroin can
range from headache, nausea, dry
mouth, and constipation...

Cut to business man, smiling and giggling into the camera,
while scratching under his shirt violently, at 75% speed.

NARRATOR
To reduced appetite, high levels of
self-importance, constricted
pupils, confusion, and belief of
immortality.

Cut to teenage boy, smiling, now driving at high speeds,
toward a crowded intersection, at 75% speed.

NARRATOR
Do not operate heavy machinery
while taking heroin.

Cut to businessman violently throwing up on office desk.

NARRATOR
And see why Heroin may be the
perfect answer to your nicotine
needs.

Cut to woman in park, now being handcuffed. The children
watch.

WOMAN
Since I started heroin, I haven’t
once thought about smoking. Ask
your dealer about heroin today!


